
My mother, with her light olive skin, straight sandy hair, and  
green eyes, is often mistaken for a white woman. Her Puerto  
Rican mother never was—my abuela had dark olive skin, dark  
hair, and a thick accent. And when my mother was in her twenties,  
she had a Black boyfriend and later a Black husband, with whom 
she had a Black daughter—me. Perhaps there were a few years 
when my mother moved in the world alone and was seen as a 

white woman. But nearly all of her life has been impacted by the vulnerability to racism 
that targeted other members of her family. And beyond that—however anyone may see 
her—she still carries the ancestral memory of racism in her lineage: generations of terror, 
grief, and rage from genocide, slavery, and colonization. My mother once told me that the 
worst part of being mistaken for white was hearing what white people said about people 
of color when they thought we weren’t listening. I suppose that was when I first began to 
imagine my mother—a young Latina being perceived as white—as a spy.

My mother could have decided to live her life as a white woman, but she chose to be 
proudly Latina and built a life in solidarity with others in the BIPOC community. Much 
of her life’s work has focused on fighting racism and police violence, mostly as it impacts 
Black people.

I chose to write this book in praise of the solidarity and connection between the broader 
BIPOC community and light-skinned Latine folks like my mother who never forget who 
their family is and are ready to throw down for all of us against racism with everything 
they’ve got.

The battle to end racism needs all of us. Your community needs you to stand firm against 
rising white nationalism in all its disguises. Let this book be an invitation for all of us to 
come home to the fight for justice—together.
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